Nutritional status and energy expenditure in children pre-bone-marrow-transplant.
The aims of this study were to establish the nutritional status of children pre-BMT and to determine whether predictive methods of assessing nutritional status and resting energy expenditure (REE) are accurate in this population. We analysed the body cell mass (BCM) (n=26) and REE (n=24) in children undergoing BMT. BCM was adjusted for height (BCM/HT(p)) and expressed as a Z score to represent nutritional status. To determine whether body mass index (BMI) was indicative of nutritional status in children undergoing BMT, BMI Z scores were compared to the reference method of BCM/HT(p) Z scores. Schofield predictive equations of basal metabolic rate (BMR) were compared to measured REE to evaluate the accuracy of the predictive equations. The mean BCM/HT(p) Z score for the subject population was -1.09+/-1.28. There was no significant relationship between BCM/HT(p) Z score and BMI Z score (r=0.34; P>0.05); however there was minimal difference between measured REE and predicted BMR (bias=-11+/-149 kcal/day). The results of this study demonstrate that children undergoing BMT may have suboptimal nutritional status and that BMI is not an accurate indication of nutritional status in this population. However, Schofield equations were found to be suitable for representing REE in children pre-BMT.